A mass spectrometry imaging method for visualizing synthetic polymers by using average molecular weight and dispersity as indices.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometric imaging is considered to be a powerful tool for visualizing the spatial distribution of synthetic polymers. However, a conventional method extracting mass image of a specific m/z value is not suitable for polymers, which have a mass distribution. It is necessary to develop the visualization method to show the spatial distribution of entire polymer series. The mass peaks included in polymer series were specified from the average mass spectrum of the entire MSI measurement region by using Kendrick mass defect analysis. The mass images of those mass peaks were extracted and calculated the number average molecular weight (Mn ), the weight average molecular weight (Mw ) and dispersity (Đ) for each pixel. Finally, the spatial distribution of the polymer series was summarized to images using Mn , Mw and Đ as indices. The effects of methods were investigated by i) polymers with different mass distributions and ii) polymer with different repeat units and end-groups. In both cases, the spatial distribution of specific polymer series including several dozens to hundreds of mass peaks was summarized into three mass images related to Mn , Mw and Đ, which are familiar indices in polymer analysis. The results are able to provide an overview of the spatial variation of each polymer more intuitively. The visualization of Mn , Mw and Đ will help provide an overview of the spatial distribution of polymer series combined with ion intensity distribution made by conventional methods. It can be also applied to other mass spectrometric imaging method such as DESI or TOF-SIMS.